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IMS Multimedia Telephony over Cellular Systems: VoIP Evolution in a Converged Telecommunication WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
IMS Multimedia Telephony service has been standardized in 3GPP as the replacement of the circuit switched telephony service in cellular networks. The multimedia telephony service consists of several service components such as voice, video and text. ‘IMS Multimedia Telephony over Cellular Systems’ provides a comprehensive overview of the...
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The Distance Education Evolution: Issues and Case StudiesInformation Science Publishing, 2003
The Distance Education Evolution: Case Studies addresses issues regarding the development and design of online courses, and the implementation and evaluation of an online learning program. Several chapters include design strategies for online courses that range from the specific to the universal. Many authors address pedagogical issues from both a...
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Mobile TV: DVB-H, DMB, 3G Systems and Rich Media ApplicationsFocal Press, 2007
Exclusively dedicated to Mobile TV, this book provides a detailed insight to mobile multimedia characterized efficient compression techniques, protocols formalized by 3GPP or 3GPP2, capabilities of broadcast, and mobile networks for delivering multimedia content. Network requirements such as spectrum; chipsets, software and handsets which enable...
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Etransformation in Governance: New Directions in Government and PoliticsIGI Global, 2003
eTransformation in Governance: New Directions in Government and Politics is about transformation in government and governance due to the information society development. The book provides conceptual clarification of the e-transformation in governance, and presents empirical findings on the recent developments in Western countries. The...
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Windows Vista Annoyances: Tips, Secrets, and HacksO'Reilly, 2008
Windows Vista may be the next big thing, but it still contains enough quirks and unaccountable behaviors to vex anyone. This unique guide not only discusses the most irritating features of the latest Microsoft operating system and how to get around them, but also explains how to improve Windows and do more with the software than Microsoft intended....
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Systems Thinking: Coping with 21st Century Problems (Industrial Innovation)CRC Press, 2008
It is a great pleasure to introduce this inaugural edition of Systems Thinking: Coping with 21st Century Problems by John Boardman and Brian Sauser. In response to the increasing relevance of “systems thinking” to global challenges from terrorism to energy to clean water to healthcare, these authors provide a unique perspective on the...
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Silverlight 2 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Create Web 2.0 applications from the inside out

Create rich, cross-platform, interactive Web applications with Microsoft's new Silverlight and this essential guide. Designers will discover how to add animation, audio, video, and other high-impact effects. Programmers will cover Visual Studio®, .NET, and other programming tools, and...
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Disciplining the DivineAshgate, 2009
"Disciplining the Divine" offers the first comprehensive treatment of the Social Model of the Trinity, exploring its central place within much theological discourse of the past half century, including its relation to wider cultural and political concerns. The book highlights the manner in which theologians have attempted to make the...
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Twitterville: How Businesses Can Thrive in the New Global NeighborhoodsPortfolio Hardcover, 2009

	Twitter is the most rapidly adopted communication tool in history, going from zero to ten million users in just over two years. On Twitter, word can spread faster than wildfire. Companies no longer have the option of ignoring the conversation.

	

	Unlike other hot social media spaces, Twitterville is dominated by professionals,...
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iOS SDK Programming A Beginners GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Response to the iPhone, the iPod touch, and now the iPad has been nothing short of overwhelming. The App Store has captured the hobbyist’s imagination like no other platform in recent memory. Hobbyists have made—and will continue to make—money from their creations sold on the App Store. And we aren’t necessarily...
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Five Stars: Putting Online Reviews to Work for Your BusinessSybex, 2014

	Create positive visibility for your business with this essential roadmap


	Everyone now understands the importance of online reviews on sites such as Yelp. This unique book helps you influence the process and leverage the results to increase sales and revenue. Five Stars is the perfect guide to a timely and crucial...
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Drupal for Education and E-Learning - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	You don't need to be a techie to build a community-based website for your school. With this guide to Drupal you'll be able to create an online learning and sharing space for your students and colleagues, quickly and easily.


	Overview

	
		Create a powerful tool for communication among teachers,...
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